Introduction

25
Humans combine biological and social characteristics. Those second make 26 of us a society, such a huge community, so complicated to be organised.
27
Language is the essential mean for social interactions and the inner 28 organisation of our community. In the society there are laws, written and 29 unwritten, both having the form of linguistic signs though, that regulate life 30 inside it. The laws presume particular patterns of behavior in a given situation.
31
A crucial role in these patterns is assumed by linguistic behavior. So, the 32 reflections on how to act go always together with those on what to say. 33 The social co-existence makes us think a lot about our interlocutors and 
43
Most scientists claim that euphemisms trace their origin the the 44 phenomenon of taboo, its linguistic aspect, which presumes some words to be 45 interdicted. During the earlier periods of our history, such words were names of Katsev, 1987 : 64 gods, in some cultures names of ordinary persons or dead, wild animal which 1 were objects of hunt. During the Medieval period a lot of words from religious 2 field were often interdicted and those relating to epidemies, as well.. So, the 3 euphemisms of those periods were principly conditioned by superstitious fears.
4
As for the Modern Age, the euphemisms generating factors have 5 completely changed: many etiquettical euphemisms appeared and continue to 6 appear, as for us, nowadays, the period of active globalization, it's essential not 7 to sound offensive, especially when it comes to international contacts, which 8 require, as well, an adequate interpretation from language to language.
9
Euphemisms often represent a difficult translation problem to resolve, as The second type of analysis consisting in a comparative inquiry of the 7 translations, allowed us to observe the tendencies followed by translators 8 interpreting Russian metaphorical euphemisms.
9 10 11
Results
13
The conducted research allowed us to individualize three mostly frequent 14 themes requiring metaphorical euphemisms in the novel, and they are death, interpretations into Italian will be offered and analyzed below.
19
Death 20 21
Death is a traditional frightening phenomenon in various cultures, and so, In the original text of the novel the most frequently observed euphemism 
34
The metaphoric concept of peace results in extenuation and reducing the 35 negative effect produced by the argument, and in this way the denotatum is 36 ameliorated and the euphemistic base is created.
37
A completely positive vision of death is observed, thanks to the metaphor,
38
so the euphemism is curious to be analyzed from the cultural point of view as 39 well. As the dictionary of the Russian language reports 2 , the word "pokojnyj"
40
has five meanings, and that regarded to death was the last to form. worries. This second aspect may represent the Orthodox Christian cultural context, the word was formed in. Life of a christian never was easy to live, and 1 the meeting with the God in paradise was often desired as the only way of 2 liberation from all the sacrifices of the world.
3
As for Italian, the most frequently used equivalent is "defunto" [past 4
participial from "defungere" -"to die"; etymology: from the Latin verb
5
"defŭngi" -comp. of "de" -"out of" and "fungi" -"to Latin pagan culture reflection.
10
In Italian "defunto" is used, first of all, in formal contexts that presume use 11 of neutral words, a condition perfectly satisfied by euphemisms.
12
Another translation of the Russian euphemism is "scomparso" It can be considered a euphemism, as words relating directly to death are 25 omitted, and, with the metaphor the dead person is "transformed" into "good 26 soul", the result of ameliorating the denotatum.
27
The following example of interpretation is the use of the word "povero" Another Russian euphemism relating to death is "usopshij" -"sleeping"
44
which is now considered an obsolete word, but was of highly common use for the Russian language already introduced above by the word "pokojnyj".
6
As for the translations into Italian, in some of the versions "defunto" and 7 "morto", analysed above, were employed. 
28
In the Italian translations the Russian term has a number of interpretations.
29
One of them is "rantolare" [to wheeze], and here the denotatum of death is 30 substituted with that of the sounds produced by a person who is about to die.
31
A different metaphoric concept is contained in the option "spirare" [to exhale] which refers to the last moment of life -the last exhale.
33
The next interpretation, conceptually, is the closest to the original. The Another similar semantic camp is suicide.
41
Nalozhit' na sebja ruki [To put hands on oneself].
43
The Russian idiom has a figurative meaning of committing suicide. The reports, this word has the fifth meaning which is referred to low mental and 35 intellectual faculties, and it can be used injuriously. Such a stylistic note proves 36 the euphemistic incapacity of the collocation.
37
The second word combination contains, as well, revelating and offensive
38
terms that can't be considered euohemistic. 
